A RETURN TO FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY...

For over 30 years, clinics, orthopedic hospitals, research sites, chiropractic facilities, and athletic performance centers have relied on BTE advanced equipment for objective, functional evaluation, rehabilitation, and training. With BTE’s state-of-the-art technology, a complete computer system, compact attachment storage, and our unique ability to provide advanced on-site sales, training and clinical support, you can be assured that your patients get actively involved.

Evolve your clinic affordably, and serve a wider range of referrals.

Many progressive clinics are replacing old equipment with advanced technology. You could fill your clinic with conventional rehab equipment and still fall short of offering the precise motions, weights, and positions required to retrain patients for the specific functions of their everyday lives. From hand therapy, to maximum & repetitive lift testing, to industrial rehab, to geriatrics & neuro rehab...

Enhance your clinical decision making.

Make informed decisions every time you use the Simulator II. This versatile and affordable system helps you do as much as the machine. It takes more than smart technology to advance your clinic. BTE proudly offers education courses to help you realize superior clinical and business outcomes. Whether it is a single class or an entire program, we can provide a program to suit your needs and budget. Our courses combine technical training with evidence-based practice and optimal patient care.

Hundreds of uses. One functional system.

For every patient, the System provides hard limits to mimic any situation. This versatility and affordability lets you simulate hundreds of real-world activities using the tested load of remote-sensed Load-Patterns produced by our unique Human Performance System. The System is designed to meet the demands of doctors and insurers. The Simulator II gives your data... look better, the graphs are easy to read, and you save time. You can have confidence that your reports... maintain consistency from person to person. You will be able to generate automated reports automatically provides progress graphs and eliminates the tracking of manual therapy... and the burden of manual notes.

Call us today to eliminate guesswork and provide a measurable difference – enhancing your outcomes and improving quality of care.

BTE’s service is impeccable. I like that as much as the machine.”

—Mark Lindsay, PT, Owner

—Bill Blunden, PT, Director of Rehabilitation
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center will be at the peak of efficiency, so no referral is turned away. A work assessment center, a work modification center and an orthopedic rehab center – all in one elegant and affordable system. With the Simulator II, your general orthopedics, to neuro rehab, to injured workers… no more affordable system helps you do as much as the Simulator II. Get a reconditioning center, short of offering the precise motions, weights, and positions required to retrain patients for the specific functions of their everyday lives. From hand therapy, to today, progressive clinics are replacing old equipment with advanced technology. You could fill your clinic with conventional rehab equipment and still fall...
Patients get actively involved.

The new Simulator II makes your referrals look better too. They'll use the Simulator II, and even your patients, will use the Simulator II with ease. The touch screen offers large buttons with easy to understand selections. It's so easy to use that patients can actively operate. They'll save time. They'll look better. The graphs are easy to read, and you save time. You can have confidence that your patients are involved and better motivated. Best of all, this frees up your time so you can focus on those other referrals.

Evolve your clinic affordably, and serve a wider range of referrals.

This compact and affordable unit lets you simulate hundreds of real-world activities, using the natural feel of isotonic resistance. People perform hundreds of complex tasks every day. Use the Simulator II to replicate tasks from home, work or even sports. Adjust the computer controlled resistance to match anything from the delicate resistance of turning a small key, to the high load of lifting a heavy box. People perform hundreds of complex tasks every day. Use the Simulator II to replicate tasks from home, work or even sports. Adjust the computer controlled resistance to match anything from the delicate resistance of turning a small key, to the high load of lifting a heavy box. People do best in the manner in which they are trained, so strengthen and retrain them in a manner which best equips them to handle the functional requirements of their everyday lives. Simulating functional tasks helps patients understand how their bodies function. They'll save time. They'll save money. Your business outcomes. Continuing education from experts in the field is included with your purchase or rental to ensure that you get the most from your investment.

Enhance your clinical decision making.

For over 30 years, clinics, orthopedic hospitals, research sites, chiropractic facilities, and athletic performance centers have relied on BTE technology for objective, functional evaluation, rehabilitation, and training. BTE is the most advanced platform for assessing muscle strength, endurance, and functional performance. By combining the latest advances in technology with the expertise of BTE's skilled technical staff, BTE equipment provides accurate, reproducible measures in both isotonic and isometric modes, and enables you to save time. The BTE Simulator II gives your data the level to match anything from the delicate resistance of turning a small key, to the high load of lifting a heavy box. People do best in the manner in which they are trained, so strengthen and retrain them in a manner which best equips them to handle the functional requirements of their everyday lives. Simulating functional tasks helps patients understand how their bodies function. They'll save time. They'll save money. Your business outcomes. Continuing education from experts in the field is included with your purchase or rental to ensure that you get the most from your investment.

Hundreds of uses. One functional system.

If you can afford just one hi-tech system, make it the Simulator II. This compact and affordable unit lets you simulate hundreds of real-world activities, using the natural feel of isotonic resistance. Patients perform hundreds of complex tasks every day. Use the Simulator II to replicate tasks from home, work or even sports. Adjust the computer controlled resistance to match anything from the delicate resistance of turning a small key, to the high load of lifting a heavy box. People do best in the manner in which they are trained, so strengthen and retrain them in a manner which best equips them to handle the functional requirements of their everyday lives. Simulating functional tasks helps patients understand how their bodies function. They'll save time. They'll save money. Your business outcomes.

Education.

It's no easier to choose technology to enhance your clinic. BTE proudly offers education and support to help you realize superior clinical and business outcomes. Continuing education from experts in the field is included with your purchase or rental to ensure that you get the most from your investment. The BTE Simulator II has been designed to help you create a comprehensive treatment plan that addresses the needs of your patients. Continuing education from experts in the field is included with your purchase or rental to ensure that you get the most from your investment. The BTE Simulator II has been designed to help you create a comprehensive treatment plan that addresses the needs of your patients.

If you can afford just one hi-tech system, make it the Simulator II. This compact and affordable unit lets you simulate hundreds of real-world activities, using the natural feel of isotonic resistance. Patients perform hundreds of complex tasks every day. Use the Simulator II to replicate tasks from home, work or even sports. Adjust the computer controlled resistance to match anything from the delicate resistance of turning a small key, to the high load of lifting a heavy box. People do best in the manner in which they are trained, so strengthen and retrain them in a manner which best equips them to handle the functional requirements of their everyday lives. Simulating functional tasks helps patients understand how their bodies function. They'll save time. They'll save money. Your business outcomes.
SIMULATE HUNDREDS OF REAL WORLD FUNCTIONS WITH ONE COMPREHENSIVE SET OF ATTACHMENTS

From advanced technology comes an advanced clinic.

"It’s so versatile, we use it on nearly all our patients."
— Sandy Huffman, MPT

"We use it on a daily basis for OT, PT, work hardening and more."
— Bill Blunden, PT, Director of Rehabilitation

No manufacturer helps you integrate a new system as easily as BTE. BTE’s very affordable rental programs offer unique options for acquiring capital equipment in your clinic. You can choose a very low monthly rental plan, or select a rent-to-own option and reduce your buyout price while paying a reasonable monthly rate. Unlike a lease, you can cancel and return the unit – virtually a risk free opportunity. You can’t afford to not rent a Simulator II today.

Provide evidence-based outcomes. The Simulator II is a product of ongoing research with our customers. Its advanced technology lets you duplicate the actual movements and stresses of many real-life tasks. This gives you the ability to either select from a list of preset exercises, or design your own custom exercise program templates. The Simulator II will only simulate patient movements - it cannot give back strength, work harden or create physical changes. But it can help you provide evidence-based protocols for your patients. All of which means a solid revenue stream for your clinic.

Treat just one patient a day and it pays for itself.

To maximize your return on investment in BTE's Simulator II, we prepare a software package and offer ongoing customer support. Plus, our rental programs, financing and technical support can help your clinic grow and provide new revenue streams. The Simulator II is a complete solution to a complex problem and a cost effective way to treat and get patients back to work faster. That’s why we’re confident the Simulator II will help strengthen your clinic – and your bottom line.
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Evolve your clinic affordably, and serve a wider range of referrals.

Many progressive clinics are replacing old equipment with advanced technology. You could fill your clinic with conventional rehab equipment and still fall short of offering the precise motions, weights, and positions required to retrain patients for the specific functions of their everyday lives. From hand therapy, to general orthopedics, to neuro rehab, to injured workers… no more affordable system helps you do as much as the Simulator II. Get a reconditioning center, an assessment center, a work modification center and an orthopedic rehab center – all in one elegant and affordable system. With the Simulator II, your patients who need more of your dedicated attention.

Patients get actively involved.

You, and even your patients, will use the Simulator II with ease. The touch screen offers large buttons with easy to understand selections. It’s so easy to use that patients can actively operate their treatment routine as they progress from one exercise to the next – which keeps them motivated and engaged. They can increase their performance, and their progress is made clear on the screen. At the same time, they’re working on their treatment goals.图

Enhance your clinical decision making.

Many healthcare providers choose the BTE Simulator II because it’s a complete computer system for neuromuscular assessment and training. A few other systems claim to offer computerized functional testing, but BTE alone provides a unique combination of computer-controlled resistance tasks, a comprehensive selection of movements, a high level of accuracy, and a user-friendly interface. The Simulator II is a complete computer system designed to be compatible with any computerized neuromuscular training system. It offers resistance, assessment, training, and evaluation of functional movement. It’s the perfect tool for any clinic, from the smallest private practice to the largest hospital system.

Hundreds of uses. One functional system.

So far our clients have used the Simulator II in a wide variety of settings and applications. From initial assessment to pre- and post-surgery testing, to treatment of stroke patients, to assessment of performance athletes, the Simulator II has been used to evaluate and train patients with a wide range of disabilities. From hand therapy, to general orthopedics, to neuro rehab, to injured workers, the Simulator II has been used to help patients improve their function and return to their everyday activities.

Get a complete computerized functional system. Call us today to eliminate guesswork and provide a measurable difference – enhancing your outcomes and improving quality of care.

BTE’s service is impeccable. I like that as much as the machine.”

—Mark Lindsay, PT, Owner